Medical journals Commission Office of I. R. Iran ministry of health & medical education has been established with the main objective of support and policy making on Iranian scientific medical journals. In the recent years behind traditional perspective and toward special attention to networking, electronic publications, professional and evidence-based press has taken some valuable steps in cooperation with universities and medical science scholars. Also scientific publications were ranked based on important indices like peer reviewing, publication status, representation in scientific databases, having standard system and complementing information in assessment system so many valid scientific publications have been examined and assessed. From this viewpoint medical articles and journals in Iran have reputable qualitative and quantitative development hoping that according to the capacities and capabilities in this country, this accelerated growth will be continued.

Sarem Journal of Medicine (SJM) also tries to play a role in biomedical along with its mission in addition to comprehensive research coverage and presentable and publishable achievements in scientific articles focusing on presenting standard articles, making the position of Persian presentations tangible in world scientific community so that honor the name of great medical characters like Avicenna, Zakariya Razi, Farabi and others, that continuously have glorified scientific circles and in this era all of our physicians have high ranking position, as with this bright history and experience it is pity that in ISI and other valid scientific databases there are no Persian Presentations. It is hoped that with our predecessors’ bright pen and steps as support and capability of contemporary professionals in realm of new science, we can provide consistent paradigm with other circles through valuable articles. And as Saib tabrizi poet (1592-1676) says;

These road lines written in the desert
Written by assiduous pens of fellow These tombstones are closed letters
Written from the Hereafter to people in this world
These two lines poem incumbent upon scholars benefit from the experience of the learned during hardship years and have contributed this unending face of time and it is necessary that the experienced ones communicate their experiences to new scholars and this can definitely help those who seek knowledge and wisdom.

As one of the missions of Sarem Journal of Medicine is to act upon its duties in helping these scholars, I recommend that your experience and articles especially clinical ones with our own local knowledge can be guideline for our young physicians in management of disease. So, your collaboration is expected by preparing papers with your beautiful writing and sending to our publication.
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